ABSTRACT. In this paper we continue our study of the solvability of nonlinear equations involving uniform limits of A-proper and pseudo A-proper maps under a new growth condition (1) that we began in [14, 15] . Applications of our results to quasimonotone, ball-condensing pertubations of c -accretive maps and maps of semibounded variation and of type (M) are also given.
Introduction. Let X and Y be normed spaces with an admissible scheme T = {E n , V n ; F n , W n } and T.X-+ Y a nonlinear map such that (1) ||Tx|| + (Tx,Kx)/||Kx||^oo as ||x||->oo,
where K\K-^> Y* is a suitable map with ||Kx||-^°° as ||x||->°°. Consider the equation ( 
2) T(x) = f (xeXJeY)
and a sequence of finite dimensional equations associated with (2) (3) W n TV n (u) = W n (f), (ueE n ).
Unlike the existing (approximation) solvability results for A-proper like maps in the literature (see, e.g. [23,16,19 and 20 , except Theorem 2.6, cf. Remark 2.7(b)]) we have begun recently the study of Eq. (2) under the new growth condition (1) . The first results in that direction were announced in our January 1977 note [14] and later in [15] where we have dealt in detail with the approximation-solvability results for Eq. (2) involving A-proper maps and their applications to elliptic differential equations. Solvability of equations involving monotone and (generalized) pseudo-monotone maps that satisfy condition (1) has been earlier studied by Wille [28] , Browder [3] , Hess [12] , Milojevic-Petryshyn [19] etc.
The purpose of this paper is to establish some solvability type results for Eq. (2) involving a much wider class of the so-called uniform limits of A-proper and pseudo A-proper maps satisfying condition (1) . In Section 2 we apply our abstract results in establishing some new solvability results for equations involving quasimonotone maps, ball-condensing perturbations of a-stable maps (and, in particular, of strongly accretive type) and maps of semibounded variation and of type (M). At the end we briefly discuss a continuation theorem for uniform limits of A-proper maps, whose detailed discussion will be given later in [18] . The results of Section 1 are existential extensions of our approximation-solvability results for Eq. (2) involving A-proper maps. The results of this paper are also valid for multivalued maps as stated in [14] . SECTION 1. Let {E n } and {F n } be two sequences of oriented finite dimensional spaces and V n and W n continuous linear maps of E n into X and Y onto F n , respectively. DEFINITION 1. A quadruple of sequences T = {E n , V n ; F n , W n } is said to be an admissible scheme for (X, Y) if dim E n = dim F n for each n, V n is injective, dist(x, V n (E n )) -> 0 as n -» o° for each x in X, and {W n } is uniformly bounded.
For various examples of admissible schemes we refer to [19, 20, 23] 
DEFINITION 2 ([23]). A map T.X^Y
is said to be approximation proper (A-proper) with respect to T if T n W n TV n :E n -> F n is continuous for each n and if {V^u^) | u nk eE n J is any bounded sequence such that \\T nk (u nk )-Wn k (/)ll -* 0 as k -» oo for some / in Y, then there exists an x in X such that (i) Tx=f and (ii) x belongs to the closure of {V^iu^J}. T is said to be pseudo A-proper w.r.t. T if we do not require (ii) in Definition 2.
Many examples of A-proper and pseudo A-proper maps and their uniform limits can be found in [23, 16, 19, 20] (see also Section 2). We just state here some needed ones. The first example is due to Browder [4] when Y = X* and T is bounded, and in this generality it is a special case of maps of type (KS+) in [24] . If X is compactly embedded in a Banach space Z, then as ^ we can take ^(x) =||x|| z , XGX. Hence, all (linear and nonlinear) maps arising, say, in the theory of partial differential equations that satisfy Gârding like inequality in Example 1 in a space compactly embedded in a bigger space (say L 2 ) are of A-proper type. As a second example of ^ we can take ^(x) = (Cx, Kx), where C:X-H> Y is completely continuous.
Recall that if X is a Banach space and D<=:X bounded, then the ballmeasure of non-compactness of D is defined by x(D) = inf{r>01D <= Uï B(x h r), x t e X and n > 0 integer}. A map T : D c X -» Y is said to be k-ballcontractive if x(T(Q))<kx(Q) for each QciD; it is ball-condensing if *(T(Q))<x(Q) for each QcD with x(Q)^0. For the theory of these maps, see [22, 26] . EXAMPLE 2 ([16] ). Let F n <= X and F n c: Y with P n and W n continuous linear projections of X onto E n and Y onto F n , respectively such that P n (x) -» x and Wn(y)-» y for each x in X and y in Y If T:X-> Y is continuous, surjective and a-stable, i.e. for some c>0.
||T n x -T n y || > c ||x -y || for all x,ye£,,n> 1, and F : X -» Y is k-ball contractive with k < c, or ball condensing if c = 1, then T + F is A-proper w.r.t r o = {E n , P n ; F n , W n }. In particular, as T one can take a strongly monotone or strongly accretive or strongly K-monotone map.
The importance of this example is that it provides maps that can be treated by the theory of A-proper maps, but not by the other existing ones. The A-properness of I + A-T with A c-monotone and T k-ball contractive, k -c < 1, was proven in [27] . If / in Definition 3 is given in advance, we say that H(t, x) is A-proper at /, while if t 0 is given in advance, H(t, x) is said to be A-proper on X at t 0 .
We say that T.X-+Y satisfies condition: (*) if {x n }c:X is bounded whenever Tx n -»/ in Y; (* *) if Tx n ->/ in Y with {x n } bounded, then Tx = f for some x in X. 
Then, if in addition, T either satisfies condition (* *) or is pseudo A-proper, T is surjective, i.e. T(X)=Y.
Proof. We shall show that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 in [20] hold with T t = T for all t e [0,1]. Let / G Y be fixed. Then by (1) [20] , that is that for all large n and fx >0, Next, we shall prove that for all large n,
If this were not the case, then for all fc > 1 there are t nk e [0,1] and x nk € dB nk such that t^W^TV^xJ + f^GVJxJ = 0.
Since the homotopy H^ is A-proper, it follows that r nfc(i) -» t 0 , V nk(i) (x rik(i) ) -» x 0 e 6B and H^(t 0 , x 0 ) = 0, in contradiction to the above property of H^. Now the homotopy theorem for the Brouwer degree implies that for all large n deg(W n TV n + nW n GV n , B n , 0) = deg(nW n GV n , B n , 0). 
+ tiiW n GV n (x). If for some n and te[0,1], xe dB n , U n (t, x) = 0, we have t^ 0 and for a = 1/t,
which is a contradiction. Hence, LT n (f, Hence, in either case, (H4) holds and, if T satisfies condition (* *), T(X) = Y by Theorem 2.1 in [20] . Condition (* *) in Theorem 2.1 [20] was used at the final stage of proof. Let us now show that the theorem remains valid if it is replaced by the pseudo A-properness of T (in our case T t = T for all t). Condition (6), the boundedness of G and (H4) imply that for all large n and JLI > 0 fixed independent of n,
Hence, in particular, choosing jut n -» 0 as n -» oo 5 we can find x n e B n for all large n such that
and consequently, \\W n TV n (x n )-WJ\\ = ju, n ||W n GV n (x n )|| -> 0 as w->oo. The solvability of Tx=f now follows from the pseudo A -properness of T.
• The following elementary proposition imposes some conditions on T and G that guarantee the A-properness of the homotopy H^(t,x). Actually, in the above proofs we used the homotopy H^iUx) only in the sense that H^(l, x) is an A-proper map and that H^(t, x) is A-proper at 0e Y when restricted to [0,1] x (X\JB(0, r)) for some large r > 0. Thus, only these two properties of H^(t, x) suffice. In view of this and the next proposition we obtain another particular set of condition on T and G for which Theorem 1 holds (cf. [15] ). PROPOSITION Hence, by the A-properness of G, V nk() (u n () )-» ^o with Gx 0 = H(0, x 0 ) = 0.
Suppose that G and T are as in Proposition 1 with the boundedness of T replaced by the condition

Suppose also that K is bounded with ||KJC|| -»°° as \\x\\->o° and that K n satisfies condition (4) of Theorem 1 with {K n (x n )} bounded whenever {x n eV n (E n )} is bounded. Then, if G:X^>Y is bounded and (Gx, Kx) = \\Gx\\ • ||XJC||, xeX, the homotopy H IJi (t,x) = tT(x) + ixG(x) is A-proper at
• REMARKS.
(1) When T is also A-proper, Theorem 1 was first announced in [14] , while details can be found in [15] .
(2) Analysing the proof of Theorem 1, we see that condition (1) can be replaced by condition (*) for T (which implies (6)) and (7). It is clear that condition (7) is implied by: ||Tx||-*°° as ||x||-»o°. As remarked in [20] , the last condition is equivalent to (1) provided condition (8) of Proposition 2 holds. This fact has been used by many authors in the study of monotone like and A-proper maps (cf. [3, 19] and the references there in). In view of this fact, we see that a special case of Theorem 1 (ii), which corresponds to the hypotheses on T and G in Proposition 2, extends Theorem 4 in [24] and is also related to Theorem 2.6 in [20] whose hypotheses imply a stronger K-coercivity condition on T+ JULG. Let us also add that Proposition 2 was motivated by Theorem 8 of F. Browder [3] and that conditions (4) and (5) have been used earlier, in a different context, in, for example, [23, 24] .
(3) Unlike the results in [20, 24] , Theorem 1 (i) gives a new surjectivity result for uniform limits of A-proper with respect to a general admissible scheme T maps T; in particular, we do no require that T satisfies condition (4) . When Y = X or Y = X*, there are natural choices for K, K n and M n for which condition (4) holds (cf., e.g., [23] ). However, in general, the choice of K, K n and M n will depend on a given problem and their existence may impose considerable restriction on T. Illustration of this fact is given in Corollaries 3 and 4 in Section 2. (1) and (* *), then Theorem 1 (i) (i.e., T(X) = X) is still valid (see [15] and [17] for details). Next, let T-\-F be pseudo A-proper. Since it is IC-coercive, Tx 0 + Fx 0 = 0 for some x 0 in X and, as before, we get that Tx 0 = 0.
• REMARK. Condition (9) holds if, e.g. T is bounded or (Tx, Kx)> -c 1 \\Kx\\ for some xeX and some c x >0. SECTION 2. We now state briefly some special cases of the abstract results in Section 1.
If K.X^ Y*, according to Brezis [1] , T:X-* Y is a map of type (KM) if x n -* x in X, Tx n -* / in Y and lim sup(Tx n , K(x n -x)) < 0 imply that Tx = /.
A map T.X-+Y is K-quasimonotone if x n -* x in X, then lim sup(Tx n , K(x n -x)) > 0. This class was introduced independently by CalvertWebb [6] and Hess [11] for K = I, Y = X* and later studied by many authors (see, e.g. [10] , [24] , [20] ). It is known that under suitable conditions pseudomonotone maps [13] are of type (M) and/or are generalized pseudo-monotone [1, 5] . Under suitable conditions on K and T, it has been shown in [24, 20] by condition (4), the sequence {(Tx nk + | ULGx nk , Kx nk )} is bounded and consequently, {Tx Hk + iiGx nk } is bounded by the K-quasiboundedness of T. By the reflexivity of X, we may assume that x nk -* x 0 . Then, as in [19] (Tx nk + j LLGx Uk , K(x nk -x 0 )) -> 0 as k -* oo.
Next, by the boundedness of G, we may assume that Tx nk -* y 0 and Gx nk -* G(x 0 ) and either lim sup(Gx nk , K(x nk -x 0 )) ^ 0 or lim sup(Gx nk , K(x nk -x 0 )) > 0.
Suppose first that lim sup(Gx nk , K(x nk -x 0 )) ^ 0 and passing to a subsequence, we may assume that a =lim(Gx nk , K(x nk -x 0 )) < 0 with a 7^-0° by the boundedness of G and K. • In view of the results of Kadec and Asplund, in the rest of the paper (except Theorem 4) we may assume without loss of generality that X and X* are locally uniformly convex. Let T:X->X* be such that for some R>0, (10) ||Tx|| + ^^>0 for all \\x\\>R. Proof. Let {x nk eX n J be bounded and such that for some geX*
Ml
\\VZmxJ + J*(x^))-VZ(g)\\-»0
as fc-oo.
Going to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that either ||x n J|<JR for all k or ||x n J|>.R for all k. If the first case happens, then T(x nk ) + J^(x nk ) = T(x nk ) and by Proposition 3 (JLL=0), we get x Uk^ x o eB(0, R) with Tx 0 = g, i.e., Tx 0 + J^o = g. Next, suppose that ||x n J|>jR for all k. Then, since J^ restricted to X\B(0, R) is weakly continuous and of type (S), we have x nk -^x 0 eX and Txo + ^o^1 g as in Proposition 3 (JLL = 1). Hence, T + J^ is pseudo A-proper on X.
• From our abstract results we can obtain surjectivity results for various special classes of mappings. We illustrate this by the following few new surjectivity results. COROLLARY 1. Let X be separable and reflexive and let T:X ->X* be quasibounded, demicontinuous and quasimonotone. Suppose that T satisfies condition (**) and either condition (1) or conditions (*) and (7) for some r>0. Then, if H^(f, x) = fT(x) + fxJ(x) is an A-proper homotopy at OeY on [0, l]x(X\B(0, r)) for some large r>0 (which is so if, e.g. T is bounded or (Tx, x)>-c \\x\\ for all ||x||>r), T is surjective. COROLLARY 2. Let X be separable and reflexive and T:X^»X*
